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Molecular) Imprin/ng- is- a- technology- that- allows- to- realise- matrix- or- surface,-
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Techniques-of-surface-modifica;on-
0

Surface-of-PDMS-is-Hydrophobic0
0

Physical-and/or-chemical-treatment-in-order-to-increase-weTability-of-
PDMS0

0

On-the-basis-of-state-of-art…0
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On-the-basis-of-experimental-experience…0

1.   UV-Exposure-(λ-=-350-nm)-

2.   Treatment-with-Argon-plasma-

3.   Dipping-in-Pirhana-solu;on-(H2SO4:H2O2-30%-m/m-in-water-=-3:1-v/v)--
4.   Dipping--in-H2O2-30%-m/m-in-water-
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Cell-adhesion-test-

!   Fabrica;on-of-PDMS-mold-func;onalised-with-a-protein-(Gela;n)-
!   Realisa;on-of-polymer-scaffold)with)micromolding)method)using)20%-

polymethylmethacrylate-(PMMA)-solu;on-in-CHCl3--
!   Rebonding-of-protein-with-imprinted-scaffold-
!   Cell-seeding-with-Murine-Fibroblasts-(NIH%3T3)-
!   Cell-Fixing-and-staining-at-different-;me-intervals-(6/24/48-h)-
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Additive = rapid prototyping 

3D0object0
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FreeCAD0
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Three0main0groups:0

o 0laser0systems0

o 0nozzle0based0systems0

o 0direct0wri:ng0systems0



Stereolithography 

Laser-for-polymerisa;on-of-liquid-monomer-or-resin-
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Fused Deposition Modeling 
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3D Printing™ 
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Laser as a cutter 
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Pressure Assisted Microsyringe 
 (PAM) 

Software 

Syringe 
design 

PAM system 

Software 

Vozzi,%%PreviP,%De%Rossi,.%Tissue%Engineering,%8,%34,%2002.%Vozzi%,%Flaim,%Ahluwalia,%BhaPa%,%Biomaterials,%24,%
2533,%2003%

Regulated0air0flow0
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Speed?%
Price?%
Fidelity?%



Scaffolds with PAM 
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Vozzi%%et%al,%JBMRA,%71A,%326,%2004.%
Mariani%et%al.,%%Tissue%Eng.%12,%%547,%2006.%%
Bianchi%et.%Al.%%JBMR%81,%462,%2007.%
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Piston Assisted Microsyringe 
 (PAM2) 

Plunger0driven0

%Vozzi,%G.,%Tirella.%A.,%Ahluwalia,%A.,%Computer<Aided%
Tissue%Engineering,%Springer%(2010);%Tirella,%De%Maria,%
Vozzi,%Ahluwalia%Rapid%Prot.%J%(2012);%Tirella,%Orsini,%
Vozzi,%Ahluwalia%%BiofabricaPon%(2009),%%
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The PAM2 system 

•  40Posi:on0controlled0
brushless0motors0(resolu:on0

of0100µm0±010µm)0

•  Working0space0100×100×800

mm0

•  Working0velocity01M150mm0

as⁻¹0

•  Design0of0zMstage0to0locate0
several0modules0

The PAM2 system 

Robo:c030axis0microposi:oner.00

"  PAM0

"  PAM20

"  Diode0laser0
"  Temperature0control0

"  PAM20soeware0

Materials?%
Speed?%
Price?%
Fidelity?% Tirella,%De%Maria,%Vozzi,%Ahluwalia%Rapid%Prot.%J%(2012);%0



Inkjet Printing 

Inkjet0technology0is0a0contact)free0dot)matrix)prin/ng)
procedure.0Ink0is0issued0from0a0small0aperture0directly0onto0a0

specific0posi:on0on0a0substrate0
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Penelope Ink-Jet printer 
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+-Open0source0FDM0machine:00

RepRap0Project0

•  RepRap0is0first0generalMpurpose0selfMreplica:ng0
manufacturing0machine.0

•  An0open0source0project0with0several0forks0



+-
iRP0using0Open0Source0FDM0

Extruded-material- Casted-Materials- Extrac;on-method- Resolu;on-
(μm)-

CarbohydrateMglass0(with0a0

subsequent0coa:ng0with0

PDLGA)0

Agarose,0Alginate,0

PEG,0Fibrin,0Matrigel0

Water0dissolu:on0 5000

JS0Miller0et0al,0Nature0Materials0Lejers:0Published0online010July020120

NATUREMATERIALS DOI: 10.1038/NMAT3357 LETTERS
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Figure 1 | Carbohydrate-glass material properties and filament-architecture formation. a, Stress–strain curve from uniaxial compression testing indicates
that the carbohydrate glass is a stiff and brittle material at 25 �C, with Young’s modulus E= 1 GPa (measured in the linear regime), maximum strength of
28MPa and maximum strain of 3.25%. b, Optical extinction for a 1 cm sample of carbohydrate glass indicates that the material transmits light wavelengths
commonly used during biocompatible imaging and photopolymerization (365–550 nm, shaded box). c, During thermal extrusion and 3D printing, filament
diameter is controlled by the travel speed of the extrusion nozzle and follows a simple power law from glass-fibre drawing (equation inset). d, Architectural
design of a multiscale carbohydrate-glass lattice (green). e, Top view of the multiscale architectural design in d printed in carbohydrate glass (scale bar,
1mm). Interfilament melt fusions are magnified and shown in side-view (scale bars, 200 µm). f, Multilayered lattices are fabricated in minutes with precise
lateral and axial positioning resolution (scale bar, 1mm). g, A multiscale architecture showing a single 1mm filament (top) connected to angled arrays of
smaller interconnected filaments (scale bar, 1mm). h, Serial y-junctions and curved filaments can also be fabricated (scale bars, 1mm).

varying only the translational velocity of the extrusion nozzle,
while holding constant the nozzle diameter and the extrusion
flow rate parameters, extruded filament diameters tracked the
governing equation:

D(v)= A⌅
v

where D(v) is the resultant filament diameter, A is a constant
that incorporates the extrusion nozzle diameter and extrusion
flow rate, and v is the velocity of the extrusion nozzle (Fig. 1c).
This relationship derives from existing models of glass-fibre
drawing17 and allowed the generation of carbohydrate-glass lattices
in predefined, multiscale, and reproducible patterns (Fig. 1d–h).
Moreover, controlling the temperature of the assembly platform
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Figure 2 |Monolithic tissue construct containing patterned vascular architectures and living cells. a, Schematic overview. An open, interconnected,
self-supporting carbohydrate-glass lattice is printed to serve as the sacrificial element for the casting of 3D vascular architectures. The lattice is
encapsulated in ECM along with living cells. The lattice is dissolved in minutes in cell media without damage to nearby cells. The process yields a
monolithic tissue construct with a vascular architecture that matches the original lattice. b, A single carbohydrate-glass fibre (200 µm in diameter, top) is
encapsulated in a fibrin gel. Following ECM crosslinking, the gel and filament are immersed in aqueous solution and the dissolved carbohydrates are flowed
out of the resulting channel (middle). Removal of the filament yields an open perfusable channel in the fibrin gel (bottom, scale bar, 500 µm). See
Supplementary Movie S1 for full-time course. c, A fibrin gel with patterned interconnected channels of different diameters supports convective and
diffusive transport of a fluorescent dextran injected into the channel network (upper left, phase contrast, scale bar, 500 µm). Line plot of normalized
fluorescence across the gel and channel (blue arrow) shows a sinusoidal profile in the channel (between dotted black lines) characteristic of a cylinder and
temporal diffusion from the channel into the bulk gel. Enlargement of the dotted box region shows an oval intervessel junction between the two
perpendicular channels (right, scale bar, 100 µm). d, Cells constitutively expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) were encapsulated
(5⇥ 106 ml�1) in a variety of ECMmaterials and then imaged with confocal microscopy to visualize the matrix (red beads), cells (10T1/2, green) and the
perfusable vascular lumen (blue beads). They are also shown schematically (bottom right). The materials have varied crosslinking mechanisms (annotated
above the images) but were all able to be patterned with vascular channels. Scale bars, 200 µm. e, Representative cross-section image of unlabelled
HUVEC (1⇥ 106 ml�1) and 10T1/2 (1⇥ 106 ml�1) co-cultures (not expressing EGFP) encapsulated uniformly in the interstitial space of a fibrin gel
(10mgml�1) with perfusable networks after two days in culture were stained with a fluorescent live/dead assay (green, Calcein AM; red, Ethidium
Homodimer). Cells survive and spread near open cylindrical channels (highlighted with white arrow). Scale bar, 200 µm.

facilitated the formation of smooth melt fusions at filament
intersections (Fig. 1e).

We next sought to use these lattices as a sacrificial element
for creating fluidic channels within monolithic cellularized tissue
constructs (Fig. 2a). In our strategy, a suspension of cells in ECM
prepolymer is poured to encapsulate the lattice. After crosslinking
the ECM, the glass filaments are dissolved to form vessels while their
interfilament fusions become intervessel junctions (Fig. 2b,c). To
prevent disruption of ECM crosslinking and to avoid the potential
for osmotic damage to encapsulated cells due to carbohydrate
dissolution, we coated the carbohydrate-glass lattice with a thin
layer of poly(d-lactide-co-glycolide) (PDLGA) before casting the
ECM. This coating allowed the dissolved carbohydrates to be
flowed out of the formed channels instead of through the
bulk of the engineered construct (Fig. 2b and Supplementary
Movie S1). Importantly, the coating did not inhibit the ability

of the network to support convective and diffusive transport
into the bulk gel (Fig. 2c). Furthermore, we observed that, after
sacrifice, the glass interfilament fusions left behind smooth elliptical
intervessel junctions that supported fluidic connection between
adjoining vascular channels.

To demonstrate the flexibility and generality of this approach,
we patterned vascular channels in the presence of living cells in
a wide range of natural and synthetic ECM materials (Fig. 2d).
The time required for encapsulating cells and lattices in ECM
prepolymer, ECM crosslinking, and glass dissolution is on the order
of minutes. Importantly, we chose ECM materials which varied
not only in their bulk material properties but also in their means
of crosslinking. Indeed, the approach generated channels without
the need to modify handling of aqueous cellularized gels formed
by chain entanglements (cooling of agarose), ionic interactions
(calcium-polymerized alginate), photopolymerization (synthetic
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Figure 2 |Monolithic tissue construct containing patterned vascular architectures and living cells. a, Schematic overview. An open, interconnected,
self-supporting carbohydrate-glass lattice is printed to serve as the sacrificial element for the casting of 3D vascular architectures. The lattice is
encapsulated in ECM along with living cells. The lattice is dissolved in minutes in cell media without damage to nearby cells. The process yields a
monolithic tissue construct with a vascular architecture that matches the original lattice. b, A single carbohydrate-glass fibre (200 µm in diameter, top) is
encapsulated in a fibrin gel. Following ECM crosslinking, the gel and filament are immersed in aqueous solution and the dissolved carbohydrates are flowed
out of the resulting channel (middle). Removal of the filament yields an open perfusable channel in the fibrin gel (bottom, scale bar, 500 µm). See
Supplementary Movie S1 for full-time course. c, A fibrin gel with patterned interconnected channels of different diameters supports convective and
diffusive transport of a fluorescent dextran injected into the channel network (upper left, phase contrast, scale bar, 500 µm). Line plot of normalized
fluorescence across the gel and channel (blue arrow) shows a sinusoidal profile in the channel (between dotted black lines) characteristic of a cylinder and
temporal diffusion from the channel into the bulk gel. Enlargement of the dotted box region shows an oval intervessel junction between the two
perpendicular channels (right, scale bar, 100 µm). d, Cells constitutively expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) were encapsulated
(5⇥ 106 ml�1) in a variety of ECMmaterials and then imaged with confocal microscopy to visualize the matrix (red beads), cells (10T1/2, green) and the
perfusable vascular lumen (blue beads). They are also shown schematically (bottom right). The materials have varied crosslinking mechanisms (annotated
above the images) but were all able to be patterned with vascular channels. Scale bars, 200 µm. e, Representative cross-section image of unlabelled
HUVEC (1⇥ 106 ml�1) and 10T1/2 (1⇥ 106 ml�1) co-cultures (not expressing EGFP) encapsulated uniformly in the interstitial space of a fibrin gel
(10mgml�1) with perfusable networks after two days in culture were stained with a fluorescent live/dead assay (green, Calcein AM; red, Ethidium
Homodimer). Cells survive and spread near open cylindrical channels (highlighted with white arrow). Scale bar, 200 µm.

facilitated the formation of smooth melt fusions at filament
intersections (Fig. 1e).

We next sought to use these lattices as a sacrificial element
for creating fluidic channels within monolithic cellularized tissue
constructs (Fig. 2a). In our strategy, a suspension of cells in ECM
prepolymer is poured to encapsulate the lattice. After crosslinking
the ECM, the glass filaments are dissolved to form vessels while their
interfilament fusions become intervessel junctions (Fig. 2b,c). To
prevent disruption of ECM crosslinking and to avoid the potential
for osmotic damage to encapsulated cells due to carbohydrate
dissolution, we coated the carbohydrate-glass lattice with a thin
layer of poly(d-lactide-co-glycolide) (PDLGA) before casting the
ECM. This coating allowed the dissolved carbohydrates to be
flowed out of the formed channels instead of through the
bulk of the engineered construct (Fig. 2b and Supplementary
Movie S1). Importantly, the coating did not inhibit the ability

of the network to support convective and diffusive transport
into the bulk gel (Fig. 2c). Furthermore, we observed that, after
sacrifice, the glass interfilament fusions left behind smooth elliptical
intervessel junctions that supported fluidic connection between
adjoining vascular channels.

To demonstrate the flexibility and generality of this approach,
we patterned vascular channels in the presence of living cells in
a wide range of natural and synthetic ECM materials (Fig. 2d).
The time required for encapsulating cells and lattices in ECM
prepolymer, ECM crosslinking, and glass dissolution is on the order
of minutes. Importantly, we chose ECM materials which varied
not only in their bulk material properties but also in their means
of crosslinking. Indeed, the approach generated channels without
the need to modify handling of aqueous cellularized gels formed
by chain entanglements (cooling of agarose), ionic interactions
(calcium-polymerized alginate), photopolymerization (synthetic
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Figure 3 |Demonstrated control over the three key compartments of vascularized solid tissues. a, Schematic of these three compartments in a ’vascular
unit cell’ consisting of the vascular lumen, endothelial cells lining the vascular wall, and the interstitial zone containing matrix and encapsulated cells.
b, Patterned vascular channels support positive pressure and pulsatile flow of human blood with intervessel junctions supporting branched fluid flow (left).
Spiral flow patterns (right, 0.4 s) are characteristic of non-laminar flow through cylindrical channels. See Supplementary Movies S2 and S3; Scale bars,
1mm, left; 2mm, right. c, Control of the interstitial zone and the lining endothelium of vascularized tissue constructs is demonstrated by encapsulating
10T1/2 cells (1.5⇥ 106 ml�1, constitutively expressing EGFP) in the interstitial space of a fibrin gel (10mgml�1) followed by seeding of HUVECs
(constitutively expressing mCherry) throughout the vascular network via a single lumenal injection (see Methods). After one day in culture a confocal
z-stack montage demonstrated HUVECs residing in the vascular space with 10T1/2 uniformly distributed throughout the bulk gel. Scale bar, 1mm. d, A
partial z-stack of two intersecting channels demonstrated endothelialization of channel walls and across the intervessel junction, while in the surrounding
bulk gel 10T1/2 cells are seen beginning to spread out in three dimensions. See Supplementary Movie S4 for the complete 700 µm z-stack from d. e, After
nine days in culture, cross-section imaging of a representative channel (optical thickness and z-position= 10 µm) demonstrated that the endothelial
monolayer lining the vascular lumen became surrounded by 10T1/2 cells. Scale bar, 200 µm. f, Endothelial cells formed single and multicellular sprouts
(arrowheads) from patterned vasculature, as seen in a z-stack (optical thickness= 200 µm) from deeper within the gel (z-position= 300 µm, left). Even
deeper imaging (z-position=950 µm, optical thickness= 100 µm, right) confirmed that the vascular lumen remained open throughout vessels and
intervessel junctions and that endothelial cells also sprouted from larger vessels (arrowheads). See Supplementary Movie S5 for the complete 1mm
z-stack from e,f.

tissues or non-perfusable control gels. The ability to access this
vascularization strategy without fabricating the networks in-house
may facilitate rapid adoption of the technology.

Engineered 3D constructs have gained increased attention as
in vitro tools for the study of cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions,
and are being explored for potential use as experimental models
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3D System Multi-jet Modeling 
 



Shape Deposition Manufacturing  
 

This technique can be used 
to fabricate flexible bio-

mimetic structures 
embedding sensors and 

actuators  



Indirect Rapid Prototyping  
(iRP) 

•  Molds0realised0with0RP0devices0

(CAD/CAM)0

•  Cas:ng0of0the0desired0(bioM)0
material0

•  Extrac:on0of0the0final0object0

DW0Hutmacher0et0al.,0Trends0in0Biotechnology,022(7):

3540–0362,020040

Materials?%
Speed?%
Price?%
Fidelity?%

Advantages?0

Limita:ons?0


